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RHODE ISLAND

Gina Raimundo
Message from

the Governor:
"While there is so much work to be done, together we can
bring about a Rhode Island renewal. From unique events like
WaterFire, fantastic local restaurants and food and beverage
producers, our incredible diversity and talented young people,
we have everything we need to make it in Rhode Island. I'm
thrilled to have the opportunity to showcase what we can
build on for Rhode Island's comeback."

Rhode Island Commodores:
Rhode Island Commodores are a non-proﬁt,
non-partisan organization with the purpose "to
assist and stimulate economic enterprise within
Rhode Island by direct action through education,
economic promotion and hospitality."

MISSION

Mission of the

Our Mission is to focus on the cooperation and promotion of
resources within Rhode Island. We are a task force of ambassadors ensuring goodwill for Rhode Island while encouraging
the general public’s understanding of the economic and cultural beneﬁts accruing from working, living and vacationing in
Rhode Island. We strive to coordinate, arrange and conduct
meetings, symposia, conferences and other similar activities
for the exchange of information, ideas, and action relative to
the purposes of the Commodores and beneﬁts of the state.

ABOUT

Jon Duﬀy
Rhode Island Commodores, formally Commodore of the State of
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, is Rhode Island's highest honor, and an honorary title bestowed upon individuals by
approval of the Governor of Rhode Island. It is not a military
rank, requires no duties, and carries with it no pay or other compensation.

Jon Duﬀy Bio

Send a Message

315 Iron Horse Way
Providence, RI 02908
Have a question about the Rhode Island
Commodores? For the fastest service, please
call us directly at (401) 278-9121.

Phone: (401) 278-9121
Fax: (401) 273-8270

If your request isn't time sensitive, you can send us an
email using the form. Please try to be as detailed as possible so we can provide you with the proper information
when replying. All required ﬁelds are marked with an asterisk (*).
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The Governor of Rhode Island, currently Gina Raimondo, serves as commander-in-chief of the Commodores
and the organization led by its admiral, currently Jon
Duﬀy and its board of directors. Secretary of Commerce
Stefan Pryor serves as Vice Admiral and as an ex-oﬃcio
member of the Board of Governors.
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member of the Board of Governors.

315 Iron Horse Way
Providence, RI 02908
Have a question about the Rhode Island Commodores? For the fastest service, please call us
directly at (401) 278-9121.
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email using the form. Please try to be as detailed as
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